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Historical Background
 
Content Management Systems (CMS) first started being visible on the Internet in the 
late 1990’s.  However, online authoring could be said to have started as early as 1990.  
No matter when you date it, once people began creating content on the Web, content 
management systems developed.  Very quickly thereafter, corporations began using 
and marketing content management systems in order to streamline their work flow and 
productivity.  Only recently, have these management systems made their way into the 
educational arena; beginning with higher-education institutions offering undergraduate 
and graduate degree programs.  Since then, CMS’s have slowly trickled down to K-12 
programs as a way to accommodate and reach 21st century learners.
 
Necessary Components of a Robust CMS
 
A viable Content Management System (CMS) should encompass a student-centered 
teaching platform that allows for asynchronous and/or synchronous learning. The 
primary focus of a CMS is to manage content and students and track progress and 
performance across a specified learning path. An educational CMS should have the 
following characteristics:

● Personalized content
● Course content delivered rapidly
● Course calendar
● Learning path, which allows the learner to build knowledge
● Display scores and transcripts
● Grading of coursework
● Tools for authoring and reusing content
● Virtual spaces for student interaction
● Learning goals

  
 
  
  
  
 
  
  



Criteria Excellent Good Fair

Ease of use Course navigation 
is consistent and 
concise. Simple 
intuitive interface with 
minimal clicks. Little 
or no training needed 
to access the site.

Course navigation is consistent. 
Site can be navigated with 
minimal training and/or site 
support.

Course navigation is 
neither consistent nor 
concise. Complex and 
counter-intuitive site that 
is difficult to navigate.

Ease of 
installation

Easy to install.  
Oftentimes a “one-
click” install.

CMS can be installed with 
minimal training and/or site 
support.

Requires technical 
support/training in order 
to install.

Assessmen
ts

·         Ability to 
create, assign and 
grade assessments 
using your own 
multiple choice, fill 
in the blank, short 
answer and true/false 
questions.
·         Included is 
the ability to re-
take quizzes, time 
limits, password 
protected quizzes, 
summary chart for 
each student’s quiz 
results.
·         In addition, 
the ability to create 
paper tests as well 
as import and export 
question banks.

Good assessment tools are 
provided, but selection is 
limited to a small percentage 
of choices. Summary chart for 
student results is included.

Provides basic 
assessment tools 
with limited ability to 
generate personalized 
assessments and 
or record student 
responses.

Social 
networking

Student has the 
ability to personalize 
their photo, include 
a bio, and connect 
with classmates.  
Posts can be filtered 
and limited to known 
connections by the 
teacher.

Student might have the ability 
to post a photo or write a short 
bio. The ability to network 
is available but not easily 
limited or filtered by a teacher.  
Students have the ability to 
make unknown comments or 
connections with other students.

The ability to personalize 
the bio or the photo is 
not present.  Students 
are only limited to replies 
as a comment to a prior 
post.  Student to student 
networking does not 
exist beyond email.

User 
feedback

Ability to give 
informal and formal 
feedback in the form 
of comments and 
questions, letter 
grades, numerical 
points.

Ability to give feedback in the 
form of comments and limited 
grade feedback capability.

Limited opportunity to 
give students feedback 
on course content.

Consistent Look of CMS is Look of CMS is professional, Look of CMS is not 



look professional. Teacher 
design is consistent.  
Fonts/colors used 
enhance learning of 
content. Students 
have the ability to link 
multiple teachers.

but teacher design is not 
consistent. Fonts/colors are 
neither distracting nor helpful. 
Links to teachers are not easily 
found.

professional.  Fonts/
colors are distracting 
and/or impede learning. 
No links to teachers.

 
 
Questions to ask when searching for a CMS:
 
1. Cost

● This is always the first factor when determining if a CMS is right for your building/
district.  District spending is tight, and although you gain some when you pay, 
there are some great resources that are open-source systems.

 
2. Ease of Installation/Training for Staff and Students

● When thinking about using a CMS for a K-12 setting, you need to consider your 
audience: both staff and students.  Most teachers in the K-12 sector have NOT 
used a CMS before, nor have they considered one for their face-to-face class.  
You need to choose something that is easy to install and train teachers in its use.  

● You also need to consider students.  What is their age-level?  What is their 
technology support?  What is the content being presented?  All of these need to 
be considered.

 
3. Desired Outcome/Results

● What are you trying to accomplish with integrating a CMS into your classroom/
building/district?  Do you want your students to be able to access content outside 
of the classroom?  Are you using it solely for professional development/learning 
communities?  Are you just trying to insert some cool technology?

● Depending on what you want out of a CMS, you may realize that you don’t 
even need one.  If you are just trying to insert technology into your building, 
then perhaps some other Web 2.0 tools may be better to start (i.e.: blogs, wikis, 
podcasts, etc...)

 
Edmodo:
Edmodo is a private online social platform for teachers and students to share ideas, 
files, events and assignments. This site allows the flexibility for teachers to handle class 
activity online by sending assignments to and receiving completed assignments from 
students. Teachers have the ability to create, assign and grade assessments using their 
own multiple choice, fill in the blank, short answer and true/false questions. Included 
is the ability to re-take quizzes, time limits, and a summary chart for each student’s 
quiz results. Edmodo also included LaTex support (markup for Math Equations).  The 
administrator can easily access Edmodo’s grade book, which grades and records 
assignments. Moreover, a class calendar can be updated with assignments and due 
dates. Files, events, and assignments can be shared and the site is entirely free without 
inappropriate advertisements.



Edmodo is extremely appealing to students since it has a similar setup as Facebook. 
Students can create their own profile and upload a personalized avatar/picture if they 
desire. Initial set-up allows students to complete a survey on their learning style and 
create an individual profile. Students can communicate with each other in discussions 
and with the teacher directly. The site allows users to share ideas, activities, events and 
reports while building relationships with peers and the teacher. 
Since Edmodo offers a safe environment it allows for differentiated instruction or 
feedback in a one-to-one or whole group model. Students can also give feedback to 
peers developing a learning community.  In addition, a unique feature of Edmodo is the 
ability for a teacher to link multiple classes or peers if they are all using Edmodo.  In 
addition, the mobile App is very useful to organize assignments and write messages to 
the teacher or group members.
For teachers, communities are offered allowing a safe place for teachers to ask 
questions, share experiences, and learn from each other. Communities can only 
be viewed by teachers and published partners. Furthermore, parent accounts can 
be created and is a great way to keep parents informed of classroom activities, 
assignments, grades, and school events. From the parent page, a parent can see all 
assignments given to their student and assignments completed.
Some drawbacks of Edmodo center on the continuous thread format. When 
assignments are posted to Edmodo by the instructor, these assignments are added 
to a threaded discussion. Over time, the assignments get pushed to the bottom of the 
thread. Students have a tendency not to scroll down and retrieve the assignments in 
the thread. Edmodo has a separate section with notifications for assignments; however, 
students focus primarily on the top of the thread and fail to navigate to the notification 
page.  Keeping assignments prominently displayed on the home page would be a 
welcome upgrade to the site.
 
Google Apps:
Although Google Apps does not offer an all-inclusive content management system, the 
current suite of applications can be combined to create an effective place to deliver 
content and generate discourse amongst students.  In fact, the ease and beauty of 
Google Apps is how easily the sites, blogger, forums, calendar, and groups can be 
easily linked to support each other.
A Google Site is essentially a website in which text, photos, and videos can be 
displayed.  In addition, pages can be created to present a logical progression of detail 
much like any traditional site.  Google sites alone cannot achieve all the objectives of a 
content management system.  However, an easy link can be made into Google Blogger, 
a blog application which grants the host the ability to assign specific roles to each 
student.  These roles range from someone who can generate their own unique posts to 
someone who can only post a comment to an already generated post.  Through Blogger 
it would be possible to create threaded discussions or even a forum in which questions 
are asked and answered in an asynchronous, systematic format.  
Another important application is Google Form, which serves as a place to turn in 
assignments and/or create assessments.  This application allows students to answer 
multiple choice questions, true/false and open-ended text questions.  These forms can 
easily be embedded into a Google Site or a Blogger post.



 Google Calendar can also be easily embedded into other applications. A calendar can 
be set up to notify students of important due dates or reminders.  This calendar can 
then be linked to any of the other application to provide a seamless look and efficiency.  
Google Groups could be used to assign students to specific groups or set up a group 
email. Additionally, Google Documents would allow students to develop and store 
office documents, spreadsheets, and presentations. Students could collaborate on 
projects from anywhere at any time. Many other Google tools can be useful for units 
and projects.  Google Maps, Earth, Picasa, and Finance can also be utilized for specific 
units or projects in different subject areas.
An analysis of this compilation brings forth many incentives.  First, Google Apps is 
completely free.  In addition, there is already widespread familiarity with the way Google 
Apps work.  Another advantage is that these applications are easy to view and edit from 
mobile devices, the increasing computer of choice for many secondary students. The 
majority of Google Apps maintains a consistent theme user interface so staff can quickly 
gain proficiency and begin integrating the tools into curriculum. Because many students 
will already have experience with some Google Apps, class time spent learning to 
manipulate the tools will be minimized.  While Google Apps does not provide technical 
support, it does have an extensive help forum to assist in solving issues.
A significant detractor for Google Apps is the fact that it does not seem to be easy 
to track and give grades.  Graded assignments would most likely have to be scored 
and entered on more traditional grade-book software.  In addition, there is limited 
opportunity for students to create an experience through the Google App CMS that 
reflects their personality or interests.  It would be possible for students to create a blog 
and have it linked to the Google site, but this is age and ability dependent.   
 
Conclusion:
Based on a comparative analysis of both Edmodo and Google Apps, we determined 
that Edmodo is currently the best suited content management system for K-12 
educators.  It contains all of the necessary elements of a universally designed content 
management system. Its drawbacks are minimal allowing very little need for technical 
support.  While Google Apps offers collaborative and creative Web 2.0 tools, it does not 
provide the instructional design format of a useful content management system.  Each 
piece of Google Apps is user-friendly and easy to manipulate, however, it would take 
technology savvy teachers to creatively unite each application to give the appearance 
of a cohesive management system.  Nonetheless, both Edmodo and Google Apps have 
promising future upgrades that would allow for even better managed content systems.
 


